2017 HARDIN COUNTY CLASSIC RULES
1.

All entrants must be members of the USBC. Non-members can qualify for entry by paying an unattached
membership fee.
2. Handicap will be 90% of 225
3. SINGLES EVENT: Bowlers may enter as many times as lanes are available but place only once in the
final standings. Singles consists of 4 games on two pair of lanes.
4. DOUBLES EVENT: Bowlers may enter as many times as lanes are available, but cash only once with the
same partner. Doubles consists of 4 games on two pair of lanes.
5. TEAM EVENT: Teams shall consist of 4 players of men, women, or mixed. Teams may enter as often as
they wish when lanes are available, but not more than 2 players of the same team can place more than once
in the final standings. Team consists of 4 games on the same lanes.
6. Highest certified final league average minimum 21 games for 2015/16 or 2016/17 winter season
(whichever is highest). No summer league average will be used. Bowlers having no acceptable average
will use 225, USBC rule 319A-3 will apply if averages reported are not corrected in writing within seven
(7) days after bowling, in such case averages reported too low will be disqualified and no additional pins
given for averages reported too high.
7. Tournament manager or committees shall have the right to rerate bowler prior to time he or she competes.
USBC rule 319-C will apply to all bowlers.
8. All bowlers who have won $300.00 or more in previous 12 months (in any tournament) must report scratch
score, position and amount. USBC Rule 319D applies to all bowlers.
9. Rule 319E will be strictly enforced.
10. Prize ratio to consist of at least one for every eight entries..
11. Tournament manager or committee reserves the right to accept or reject any or all entries, and will decide
all questions or disputes arising in the tournament and their decision will be final.
12. Additional squads may be added if necessary. Please call for lane availability.
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Tournament Committee: Devin Scott, Jennifer Channell, Thomas Stubbs, Nathan Reeves
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SCRATCH
$10

